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As natural and human variety is combined under the control of time and history, living models are formed as unique. Masuleh is a good example of this habitat of human history as registered as a national work in 1975 No. 1090 in national works of country. This historical city in its thousands years in wonderful consistency between human and nature is a good example. What distinguishes Masuleh from other historical textures is the presence of people and continuing life in this texture. In order to revive its own prosperity, Masuleh needs visitors’ presence. This study attempts to have review of the source of sustainability in architecture and analyzed Masuleh as an example of traditional cities in Iran. Also, we found that Masuleh was a sustainable city and based on sustainable architecture principles, we can design a building as Eco hotel as one of the requirements of Masuleh to eliminate the concerns of tourists residence in this pretty village.   
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1.	Introduction 

*Sustainable development is a new way to achieve ideals with keeping facilities for future. In recent decades, one of the basic principles of sustainable development is achieving urban sustainable development and various studies and planning are performed to find the applied solutions in urban development plans and sustainable urban development is one of the wide aspects and investigation in development at national level. By investigation of views, definitions and recommendations in this regard, the purpose of sustainable urban development is achieving sustainability of urban communities. The process its aim is creating or improving sustainability features in economic, social, cultural and environmental life of city. The followers of urban development with emphasis on logical projects attempt to consider all economic, social, environmental and physical aspects and to achieve ideal city, the interaction between mentioned sectors is considered. Based on the importance of sustainability in development goals of cities, a wide set of social, economic, cultural, ecological and physical needs are taken into attention to sustainability as defined in the form of sustainability indices of city. In sustainable development and sustainable architecture, each 
                                                 * Corresponding Author.  Email Address: fatemehghiasi24@gmail.com (F. Ghiasi) 

building should have interaction with the natural surrounding environment and it is turned into an obvious issue. The challenging issue is establishing interaction and type of measurements. This issue has been used by the residents of this country with special skill and applied it by implementation of special rules and techniques in optimal use of energy and natural resources namely sun and wind and consistency with climate and by ignorance, it is forgotten. These measurements are not only observed in environmental fields but also in other dimensions of sustainability as socio-economic dimensions (Zandie and Parvardinejad, 2010). Sustainable development is a wide concept with different meanings and the result of this frequency is different reactions of theorists. Sustainable development is establishing balance between development and environment. For the first time, this concept was raised formally by Brundtland (1987) in the future common report. In this report, the aim of sustainable development is fulfillment of the needs of present generation without eliminating the abilities of future generation to eliminate their needs and human needs are considered based on ability of future generation in receiving needs. The result of this new definition is a document of UN conference in environment and sustainable development as the sustainable development plan in 21th century (Sheikholeslami et al., 2009). Another definition of green architecture is using earth as the best form for future generation as authoritative as an 
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important legacy. Three principles of environmental, economic and social sustainability are sustainable development principles. 
2.	Statement	of	problem		The relationship between human and nature was formed since his existence on earth and besides affecting nature, he is also being affected. As a good model, nature has fulfilled the needs of human being and has learnt his own rules. The mutual relationship between nature and architecture is the moment in which human being selected cave for residency or applied the leaf of tree for making a shelter. Thus, three items of human, nature and architecture are in mutual effect. Today, over the centuries and increasing growth of science and technology, not only the effect of nature on architecture is reduced, also it is considered more and it is also associated well. The plan is organic, if the coordination organizing between components regarding the whole is based on matter structure and its application and with this definition, there are no unnecessary decorations but the beauty is considerable. The architecture is organic if the spatial decoration of room and city is planned for physical, mental salvation of human being. Thus, organic is based on social idea not our visual idea, we can call architecture as organic, if being human is targeted before being human-oriented.  
3.	Study	method	

This study is done in theoretical literature, an empirical study and in field studies; it is a survey with data collection as observation and taking photo. After theoretical literature and collection of field data, design process is started that by designing an eco-hotel in the requite site, we achieve the study goals. 
4.	Definitions	and	terms	

4.1.	Sustainable	development	The concept of urban sustainable development was raised for the first time in global literature in 1997 with the publication of environment and development of UN organization and report of World Commission on Environment and Development as called our common future. This report is called Brundtland report defines sustainable development as followings. Sustainable development is the one fulfilling the present time needs without endanger the ability of future generations in fulfillment of their needs. Based on the above definition, the following features are considered for sustainable development (Taghizade, 2008). It is not achieved in short-term and it is based on justice and balance. It has a balance and uniform approach, it has common goal but it is achieved by various ways. Nature is not considered only as a source for development and it is the source of human development. The Fig. 1 shows the concept of sustainable development: 
 

 
Fig.	1:	Concept of sustainable development	

	
4.2.	Green	architecture		Green architecture or sustainable architecture is one of the new approaches of architecture as considered in recent years by many contemporary designers and architects in the world. This architecture is based on sustainable development concepts and tries to coordinate with environment as one of the basic needs of human being in present world. The goal of creating green buildings is improving weather and avoiding adverse effects of construction on environment. Green architecture is a type of architecture design attempting to minimize the damage of building to the surrounding. The advent of green architecture movement as its 

current form dates back to 1960 of Europe and public information on that time. The examples of these plans are found in Scandinavia. Later, new construction techniques were formed leading to creative progress of concept of designs and construction materials. Indeed, green projects could include various factors including intelligent use of materials, exact evaluation of performance, weather conditions and geography place of plan with success into architecture field. 
4.3.	Eco	hotel	Eco hotel is the hotel or residency as constructed in nature with the aim of reducing environmental 
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effects and using clean energy. In an eco-hotel, environmental protection and energy are obvious mostly. In the past, these residencies were only constructed as simple huts in the forest. Today, with the increase of importance of tourism and environment protection, these residencies are of great importance and are designed based on various natural climates and based on the features of each environment.  
4.4.	 Using	 existing	 energies	 in	 nature	 (green	
architecture)	in	design		Before creating a green building, a creator is needed more than anything. This issue, creating green building helps the individual health as living in it and surrounding environment and also this increases their satisfaction and usefulness. This issue requires careful use of confirmed energies in architecture: Using durable nature and source of adequate materials based on sun for thermal use and electricity and daily lighting and using the wastage, etc. can generate a constructional uniformity of these strategies. It is required that architects attempt to guide public taste in social constructive methods instead of following in famous trend. Architects can make people believe that climatic and environmental plans are not lower than common present pretty decorations. Via architecture, the society is aware of great economic and environmental value of energies as called harmless energies; the energies that are called beautiful instead of any other thing from the view of artists and architects. The future of the world is hidden in pretty aesthetics. Traditional architectural values and traditional of environmental values of traditional architecture of Iran have great values in various methods of optimal use of energy and ecologic use of different energies and namely the application of sustainable and harmless energies. Wind and air flow and breeze are the most common type of using harmless energies in traditional architecture of Iran. All philosophical and traditional four elements (climate, sun and soil) have excellent environmental use in civilization and architecture of old Iran. The type of materials and constructional techniques in the past namely what is used based on building sustainability and main bearing elements of building, the walls and ceilings or horizontal and vertical elements due to high volume and weight as automatically and natural compared to lightweight materials have high maintenance capacity and energy reserve and balancing of heat in artificial spaces. This feature doesn’t mean that beauty of comfort of high sustainability and good environmental quality and innovations of optimal use of energy in Iranian architecture are not important and don’t use the intelligence of creative power and knowledge. Despite exact investigation of Iranian architecture features as having much knowledge and awareness, intelligence in details of architecture is giving attention to creating comfortable space and internal 

comfort, aesthetics, lack of environmental destruction and environmental quality protection. 
4.5.	The	goals	of	eco‐hotel	

4.5.1.	 The	 following	 goals	 are	 followed	 in	 eco‐
hotel	Consistency with natural environment of region , Ecological sustainability, Natural resources protection, Presenting educational plans and policies for environment protection, Respect and retention of culture of people in region, Creating economic benefits for local community, Increase of satisfaction of tourists, local people and employees. The culture of using eco-hotel is considerably grown in the ten past years. By awareness of environmental problems, tourists attempt to find the hotels to minimize adverse environmental effects by using simple methods. For example, natural methods are used for ventilation. Low-consumption lamps, taps and showers are used; towels are changed with the agreement of passengers alternatively and use clean energy instead of electricity production. By using each of methods as small, we can reduce energy consumption considerably. Waste recycle is one of the necessary methods in eco-hotels. In this method, the generated wastes in kitchens are used to provide compost and their waste is used in other applications after treatment. The Eco hotels growing their products as natural or those using local products in their region, we are closer to sustainability. Hotel standards should be observed in all parts of hotel including rooms, lobby, public spaces, dining room, laundry room and administrative and executive sectors and social responsibility is one of the features of an eco-hotel. Eco-hotels should respect the culture and tradition of local people and be an entrepreneur for local residents. These hotels are obliged to hold educational courses in sustainable development and energy natural resources management for their employees. 
5.	Subject	selection	Experts consider ecotourism as the best choice for nature protection as by observing international standards and regulations on one hand, suitable use of nature is provided for current generation and one the other hand, it increases public awareness and its result is maintenance of protected areas for future generation. Iran with two high mountains of Alborz and Zagros and natural pretty views of west and north areas and climate and cultural variety as traditions, language and music, clothes, handicrafts and living method of people in these areas, the greatest lake of the world in the north, 50 lakes in the country and Orumie lake as one of the 59 living reservoirs in the earth can be the main source of tourists in nature. The tourism attractions are not repetitive but to continue tourism attraction, we 
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workers or users are of great importance for the entire human community. Gradually, architects are aware of different toxics in constructional sites and insulation or using dangerous materials in building are forbidden. In this plan, fully natural materials are used for human being and texture. In design of this Eco hotel, besides considerable attention to climate and texture, considering the type of use and users is other important factors of this project. To achieve this purpose, the following factors in this project are taken into consideration: 
- The design of interior of each suit as each suit separately fulfills the requirements of tourists. 
- Using handicrafts and architectural elements of north of Iran in interior space to make the space as pleasant and recognition of culture of north of Iran to tourists. 
- Using fixed furniture in the space as it is considered as a part of architecture. For maximized use of space to provide welfare of tourists. 
- Using local materials of north of Iran in the space as wood and soil, etc. to make intimacy between space, climate and users. Green roof to respect the users has some advantages and the most important one is its effect on health and improvement of citizens. Based on the studies, access to green space directly reduces heartbeat and blood pressure and it is helpful on increasing health. The effect of green roofs on adjustment of building temperature is not good on health of residents directly.  
6.7.	Fifth	principle:	Respecting	site	Each building should touch earth as light. The Australian architect Geken Morkat states that: The building should touch earth gently. This saying has a feature of interaction between building and its site as necessary for green process and also it has wide features. The building consuming energy greedily, produces pollution and is alienated with users and consumers. Thus, earth is not touched gently. An explicit interpretation shows that we cannot exit any building inside the site and renovate the conditions before building creation against in the site. This relationship with site is observed in traditional Arab tribes, the existing comfort among them is not hidden in touching earth only in movement of their house and it includes the applied materials and the assets they carry. The tent of tribe was generated from the wool of goat, sheep and camel. When the tents were established, by creating efficient area from aerodynamic aspects, its destruction against wind was avoided. The tent was supported by long strings and a few wooden beams were used in it as wood was a rare source in desert. Regarding the respect to site in this project, we can mention some important items in this design. 
- Construction of Eco hotel by architectural models of Masule as stepwise stratified and kitchen along the mountain slope to south and along earth topography lines, the main factor of design is as 

stratified. In the design principle, stepwise building is the best response to interaction with texture. 
- The design of motel façade based on Masule buildings for good response to texture 
- Using terrace in southern front of building for suitable view to texture 
- Using longitudinal and transverse paths based on stepwise texture of Masule The paths in Masule city are designed with stepwise urban texture as consistent with mild gradient of environment. Two types of urban access are possible. One of the paths is longitudinal and parallel and there are a few of these paths and second, transverse paths as high and circulation between urban spaces is provided at lower and upper part of city. 
6.8.	Sixth	principle:	Holistic	approach		All green principles need participation in holistic trend to build artificial environment. It is not easy to find buildings with all principles of green architecture. Green architecture is not recognized well. A green architecture includes more than one building and it should include a sustainable form of urban environment. If another method was taken in design of this Eco hotel, we don’t achieve the good result. The building should be a part of total site and if we consider our personal taste and we don’t consider architectural principles in Masule texture, it means that if we try to locate a building in another site in Masule, as an unsuitable note on music had adverse effect on view in Masule. 
7.	The	introduction	of	building	based	on	space	The earth is about 350m2 as 50% on topography gradient. Due to stepwise site, this motel is designed by gradient and as two separate parts including a one floor and another sector as two-floor. The climatic motels of Masule include 10 suites; one unit is double in two floors. This motel is with the aim of temporary residence of tourists and can accept 10 households in the hall. Other spaces of this motel are coffee net and open seasonal restaurant. Due to limited space, there are 8 units of two-person suite or two-bed and two other units as four-bedroom. The design of each suit is as it can fulfill daily activities of tourists as each unit separately includes bedroom, WC, kitchen, living room and dining room. The spatial dimension of single-bed units is averagely between 25 to 35m2 and double-units of one story are 43m and duplex bedroom in the first floor are about 60m and in the second floor as 45m. The mean spatial dimensions of bedrooms is about 2×3m2 .The mean spatial dimension of WC 1.5×2m2 .The mean spatial dimension of kitchen 1.80×2.40m2 .The mean spatial dimension of dining room 2.50×2m2 .The mean spatial dimension of living room 2×3.50m2 One of the considerable features in this motel is its seasonal restaurant. This open restaurant in 
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the lack of suitable infrastructure and inability to attract domestic and international tourist, we observe with destruction of resources as there are many fans to observe them. A lot of studies should be conducted to create a good ground to attract eco-tourist and using its graces as most of them are out of the con troll of a consulting engineering company. The effect of architecture consultants and urbanization is creating suitable residency with common global standards with climatic capabilities to attract tourist. By technical capabilities in this regard, we can take a big step in development of ecotourism economy. 
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